Remembering

Primo Levi

thirty years after

Primo Levi a trent’anni dalla morte

Sunday 7.5.2017

Gilman 449, 14:00-16:00

Part I: Informal workshop

Chair: Dr. Snait Gissis, Cohn Institute, Tel Aviv University

Prof. Francesco Cassata, University of Genova

“Forging the New Man: Eugenics and Racial Science in Twentieth-Century Italy”

Respondent: Prof. Manuela Consonni, Hebrew University

Webb 001, 18:00-20:00

Part II: Remembering Primo Levi

Opening remarks: Prof. Iris Milner

Lorenzo Pavolini, RAI 3: interviews with Primo Levi (unseen materials from the archive)


Prof. Uri S. Cohen: “To be or not: Primo Levi’s death”

All talks will be conducted in English